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E D I TO R I A L
M A R CO S A RT O R I
_________

The people behind the machine. With our newsletter,

It’s impossible to see the future. And even understanding the present is

we want to introduce you to the faces and voices of

becoming increasingly complex. After only a few months of near-normality and

those who passionately bring the Sanremo
project to life every day.
Sanremo’s Chief Financial Officer Marco Sartori
kicks us off with the Highlights editorial.

optimism, following a widespread significant upturn in business activity last
summer, everything came to an abrupt halt. Once again.
We have moved from one transition phase to another. New events necessitated
further reconsiderations in terms of market requirements and the need to support
customers and distributors.
We are all aware that the world economy must find new solutions to move
goods, to counter the rising costs of raw materials and energy, to deal with a
general tension in the supply chain due to the limited availability of components.
In the face of all this, Sanremo has been proactive in finding alternative
solutions, moving ahead of market trends to ensure continuity of service for
customers and to limit spillover effects on product prices.
By acting swiftly, we were able to limit the negative impacts.
Even with the current backdrop, Sanremo saw organic growth, both through its
historical customers and by strengthening its presence in new areas.
Sales figures for 2021 are back to pre-pandemic levels and 2022 is also looking
positive. This would not be possible without the full trust of distributors and
customers and demonstrates the quality of the work done in recent years, the
strength of the vision and the consistency of Sanremo’s message.
It is with this ethos of strategic consistency that the new products currently
in the pipeline are also being developed.
In a year marked by market uncertainty and global instability, our choice
has been to continue to believe in the Sanremo project, to invest in products,
technology and design to guarantee the future.
The size of the company and the speed at which the entire team moves allow

04 / 07

______

us to adapt quickly to the market and its demands. We were able to stick to the

PRODUCT PREVIEW

development plan and the products unveiled at HOST will be released

X–ONE

to the market on schedule.

The future is already here.
08 /09

YOUR STYLE, YOUR SANREMO

of the new showroom in London, adding to the location opened last year.

Thanks to their custom kits, the

This physical outpost embodies Sanremo’s DNA and confirms our commitment

YOU and CUBE have the right style

to build our international presence, ensuring we are firmly rooted in the places

for any environment

where new coffee (and other) trends are born.

______
10 / 11

this demanding period because of the efforts of all the Sanremo staff, primarily

BOSTON SPECIALTY COFFEE EXPO

the production department, who did not waver in their commitment.

16

Our sincere and heartfelt thanks to them for their dedication and support.

IN THE NAME OF LOVE (FOR COFFEE)

And we must also thank all our partners, suppliers and distributors who have

Café Racer pays tribute to WOC

given their all in fully supporting us. Thanks also to our customers who share our

with two extraordinary editions

uncertainty about the international scenario and yet continue to confirm

______

their trust in the company.

WORLDWIDE
14 / 15

The truth is, we were able to maintain our positivity and ability to react during

EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

New connections and stronger links
12 /13

Our expansion of the UK market also continues, with the autumn opening

We know this is a difficult time, but we remain positive in the conviction

IN THE HEART OF COLOMBIA

that the market will recover and continue to evolve in terms of demand.

On tour with 3 Coffee Guys from

Sanremo will continue to respond to this increasingly challenging market

Calí to Bogotá

with new products and local partnerships.

TRAINING LIKE A CHAMPION

Interview with Alessandro Zengiaro,
UK Latte Art Champion
18 / 21

NEWS FROM

Italy, the Netherlands, Moldova
______
BEYOND THE MACHINE
22 / 23

SANREMO SALES DEPARTMENT

“Customers? They are part of the
Sanremo family”
______
SANREMO STYLE
24 / 25

MACHINES WITH SOUL
______
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SOCIAL LIFE

Marco Sartori
Chief Financial & Administration Officer

PRODUCT PREVIEW

X-ONE

T H E FU T U RE IS ALREADY HERE
_______________
Sanremo is revolutionising the concept of grinding, working from one fundamental
point: to preserve the characteristics of each coffee, from the bean to the cup.

X-ONE is high precision innovative instrument
made to create a new approach to the grinding of coffee,
preserving all of its aroma and volatile compounds.
The inspiration comes from the bartenders:
to protect the whole coffee bean, to grind just what
you need just when you need it.
Without loss of aroma, without product waste,
with constancy and repeatability.

3 G RINDE RS IN 1

_______

Double hopper of 1.2 kg
able to have two different types of coffee,
with independent dosages.
Bypass drawer:
it’s possible to make a grind ad hoc
with a third type of coffee.

_______

PRE - PRE PARE D GRI N D I N G

GR

X-ONE is the only coffee grinder which
integrates a system of weighing of
coffee beans before grinding releasing
the predetermined amount, thus
preserving all the aromas of coffee.

4

5

PRODUCT PREVIEW

PRODUCT PREVIEW

_______

DESIGN AND PRECISIO N

_______

SAV E YO UR PRE SE T S

The choice is yours! X-ONE is at your command: you can set grinding speed,
distance between the grinders, weight of the coffee from grind.

X-ONE is at your service with
___

___

Available in the following versions:

12 presets that can be set with

Electronic and micrometric

Grinding speed

100÷127 Vac 50/60 Hz 1550 W

mixed speeds, grain size and weight,

management of the distance

1000 rpm / 1200 rpm / 1400 rpm

200÷250 Vac 50/60 Hz 1600 W

to better manage the different types

between the grindstones, in order

independent for each hopper.

___

of coffee and covering every need,

to quickly adapt it to the pre-set

Possibility of setting a 4 custom

Dosage

from the filter to the espresso.

in use. The regulation of very high

speed (range 800÷1500 rpm)

_ independent for each hopper

Connectivity

precision and an effective system

from the display.

_ the precision balance allows

USB port for exporting the dosing

compensation of mechanical

___

clearances make

Inverter high performance

___

stored on your X-ONE to .CSV

the granulometry repeatable over

The grinding motor’s speed and

freshly brews a new dose of coffee

4.3 “ HMI Display in

files or for importing new ones.

time, even through moments

torque remain constant, even under

as soon as the previous one has been

tempered glass

This way you can create your own

of intense use.

different installation conditions.

consumed, increasing productivity.

Clean crisp graphic interface

personal database and share it

to keep everything under

with whomever you want.

th

___

you weigh from 7 to 30 g

pre-sets and grinding parameters

_ the automatic pre-dispensing function

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000 1100

control. Researched design
for maximum visibility

The USB port also allows the

during the grinding process.

user to import/export machine
configuration parameters and
perform firmware updates.

E MP T Y CHA MB E R
G RI N D I N G

_______

___
Indication of the temperature outside
the grinder on the display in order
to more accurately adjust the grinding
throughout the day.

After each delivery, the grinding
chamber it is always released
guaranteeing low retention
in the grinding system.

_______
BYPASS

Through the menu you can constantly
monitor the state of health of the machine,
regulate and adjust, calibrate the balance
(resetting to zero), use the Purge cycle

GR

The bypass drawer it’s a third independent

and complete cleaning of the machine.

hopper, both for “Single dose” use and
as a function “Grocery”

___

(contains up to 250 grams of coffee).

Cleaning
Native hopper cleaning functions
Benefits:

and automatic grinding motor release if

___

the outlet becomes blocked or clogged.

Adjustment of the grinder

Dosing hopper auger removable without

facilitated after each

tools to facilitate internal cleaning.

dispensing, without waste.
___
No risk of rancidity

___

___

of the residual product.

Weighing basket

The dedicated screen allows you

___

to set the distance between the grinders

Easy coffee change,

and the desired bypass speed.

avoiding product loss.

___

completely removable

The name of the coffee variety

for easy cleaning.

in use can be applied to
the hopper using a magnet.
___

___

Ventilation

Filter holder support
2

A

___

1

1 Containment cone

Vertical flat grinder Ø 98 mm

2 Spout for directing the coffee flow

This is the ultimate in performance

(can be used alternatively)

M
M

Electronically managed cooling system

Accessories supplied as standard:

___

M

M

with built-in diagnostics.
___
Removable filter holder support

and durability, engineered for

for greater convenience during

both espresso and filter coffee.

the filling of the takeaway bags

A Height adjustable tab for portafilter

The “Black Diamond” DLC treatment

stability, with non-slip covering.

facilitates the output of the ground

___

coffee thanks to the low coefficient

thanks to the easily removable

M Manual coffee dispensing

of friction which, combined with

panels and the dislocation

buttons to manually supplement

the particular chamber of grinding,

of components.

the doses.

reduces the electrostaticity
of the coffee.

and adjustable to adapt

Easy service

to different sizes.

___
Removable dust plate.

6

___
Maintenance is not a problem,

___
4 adjustable feet.

7

PRODUCT PREVIEW

PRODUCT PREVIEW
With custom kits, it’s possible
to brand and customise:

YOUR STYLE,
YOUR SANREMO
Th an k s to th e i r c u stom kits ,
t h e YO U a n d C U B E h av e the r ig ht
s t y l e fo r a n y e n vi ron ment
_______________

The YOU and CUBE make it even easier to express

CUBE in its 3 colour ways:

your coffee vision: the side panels, handles and filter holder

Onix Black / Snow White /

can be customised to suit your style or to match the mood

Polished Stainless Steel

of your venue.

YOU in its 2 colour ways

Choose between the boldness of leather and the elegance

Wood or Leather KIT
PANELS

White and Black

of wood, in three different colours. And the embroidery on

OAK

the leather panels offers an additional level of customisation,
providing a space to display your logo, or any other text or
design that you choose.

OAK

ROSEWOOD

ROSEWOOD
/WENGÈ

WENGÈ

Wood KIT

FILTER HOLDERS
HANDLES

Onix Black

OAK

Onix Black

Wood

ROSEWOOD
/WENGÈ

Wood KIT

FILTER HOLDERS
HANDLES

Leather
For the magnetic side panels,
you can choose from among

Snow White

NATURAL

various leather or wood options.
The filter holder handles
and group levers are available
in two wood finishes.

GRAY

Snow White

BLACK

LOGO EMBROIDERY
ON DEMAND

Polished
Stainless Steel

The leather panel is rendered
unique with embroidery featuring
the CUBE or SANREMO logo,
your own logo, or any other
design you choose.

2 SIDE PANELS KIT

HANDLES + 2 FILTER HOLDERS KIT

NEW FINISHES SOON

8
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EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

B OSTON SPECI A LT Y
COFFEE EX PO
NEW CONNECTIONS AND
STRONGER LINKS
_______________

ROASTER VILLAGE
& MARKET
CULT NEWS
“Two market segments were absolutely stormed: the

The link between Sanremo and the United

one-group machines (You and Cube) and the F18. – reported

States grows ever stronger. This was

Andrea Curtarelli, Sales manager Sanremo – After the

confirmed by the enthusiasm, interest and

pandemic, the group’s products have become cult objects

desire to connect that met the Sanremo

because, in addition to supporting the passions of users, they

ambassadors at the Specialty Coffee Expo,

also complement their interior design. Not only at home... a

held in Boston from 8 to 10 April.

common thread has been established that extends to coffee

There was enthusiastic engagement on both

corners and catering: businesses that are small in volume, but

sides... a unique opportunity to build new
relationships and consolidate existing ones,
ahead of the opening of the new Sanremo
showroom in New York.
“Our presence as Diamond Sponsor increased the
interest in the brand,” said Danilo Llopis, R&D manager

OPENING

appreciative of quality”.
Up to now, the most popular Sanremo model in the US
The roasters area was set up

market has been Café Racer, but the F18 is fast becoming a

with the CUBE and YOU models. Thanks to

top seller. “The F18 Multiboiler marked an important milestone

demonstrations from Sanremo USA technicians, many

- explained Curtarelli - there was a gap for a product combining

discovered new options to improve their blends
including espresso blends.

high performance and affordability. We often talk about rivals,
but those who want the F18 want the F18. The solidity and

Sanremo, “It allowed us to meet a host of new people

design respond to needs that have not really been met, until

who were curious to know more. The optimism was

now, in that market segment.

tangible. The US market is rebounding and visitors to

At the Specialty Coffee Expo, YOU was also in the

the event were very positive and eager to seek out new

spotlight: “The visual impact of its design brought people over

possibilities”.

and, once we quickly explained its features and potential, they

Will La Hara, technical manager Sanremo USA,

GRINDING
WORKSHOP

were all enthusiastic,” said Alessio Troia Director of Sales

was also struck by the “high level of warmth from

Operations Sanremo USA. “The reaction was unexpected –

customers. Many came to the stand to say hello to us

added Curtarelli – with comments like “we could really use

after years of virtual collaboration. They recognise our

this” and “it’s almost too good to be true” ... Sanremo always

customer focus and this has led to positive word-of-

amazes. The mission was to break into speciality coffees and

mouth about the style, quality and reliability of the

boutiques with easy-to-use products. Despite the extensive

machines, but above all about the support we provide.

presence of alternative extraction systems, YOU has elegantly

Increasingly more people put their trust in us and are

tapped into the market ... and we are only at the beginning”.

ready to join the Sanremo family”.

STRONGER
TOGETHER

During the Expo, Samo Smrke, ZHAW School
of Life Sciences and Facility Management
Section for Coffee Competence Centre and
Analytical Technologies, held a workshop on
different grinding methods. Using the X-ONE
grinder, the professor gave the audience a real
time demonstration on how instant grinding
reduces flavour loss and oxidation of coffee,
unlike the manual and on-demand method.

10
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EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

EVENTS & EXHIBITIONS

IN THE NAME
OF LOVE
( FOR COFFEE )
CAFÉ RACER PAYS TRIBUTE
TO WOC WITH TWO
EXTRAORDINARY EDITIONS
_______________

It’s time...for the “lap of honour”: the final

After a forced hiatus, it was time for the return

and most thrilling lap of the track for

of the “World Latte Art” and “World Coffee

the partnership between Sanremo and the

In Good Spirits” championships to bring the

‘World of Coffee” circuit.

experience to a close.

After Belo Horizonte and Berlin, Milan will be
the stage for the latest edition of the event

To celebrate the event, Sanremo built two

bearing the ibex emblem as Qualified Sponsor.

fully customised Café Racers. The official

Since 2018, the first year of sponsorship,

machines used in the finals will take the stage

Sanremo has never been at this event as

bearing the official WLAC and WCIGS colours,

merely a technical supplier.

a dedication to the commitment and dreams

At Belo Horizonte, the company team and

of the baristas competing for the title. The two

members of S.W.A.T. put all their passion and

liveries were created in collaboration with a

know-how at the disposal of the organisers

craftsman specialising in luxury leather goods.

and competitors of the world competitions,

A true master of craftsmanship cut, individually

looking after on-stage and backstage service.

processed and embroidered the Café Racer’s

This was an unexpected resource for the

leather side panels completely by hand. This is

competing baristas. The full support and

why no two are alike, they are unique, like the

advice of trainers and former champion

passion of those who love their work.

baristas, who had already gone through the
same experience, made all the difference,
a first for a competition at this level.
The 2019 edition in Berlin once again saw the
group spirit and energy of Sanremo people
on the field, creating an atmosphere of intense
enthusiasm, but also solidarity at the hardfought world competition.
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WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

I N TH E HEART
O F CO LOMBIA

Coffee tour from Calì to Bogotà

COSTA RICA

In June 2022, Ricardo, Damian and Patrick led a group

PANAMA
VENEZUELA

of adventurers to discover Colombia's most famous fincas.
Sanremo supported them in organising the tour, having

COLOMBIA

already supported 3 Coffee Guys initiatives in the past, also
to contribute to the development of the world of coffee
and foster a greater awareness of its production chain.

ECUADOR

The trip was an incredible opportunity to meet the

ON TOUR WITH 3 COFFEE GUYS
FROM CALÍ TO BOGOTÁ

BRASILE

producers, see them at work and get an insight into
their world. But much more than this, it was a way to help
the local production system grow.
The proceeds of the project were made available to the
Colombian NGO Ecotropics for assistance and education

_______________

projects that help farmers to improve their plantations
and create new opportunities for their children
to have a future in their villages.

Coffee lovers travelling around Colombia’s most
famous fincas, guided by three SCA trainers,
to discover the world of coffee producers and help
them create more value for their communities

7TH DAY
SATURDAY 11 JUNE

LA MISIONES

____
In just a few years, this plantation

4TH DAY
WEDNESDAY 8 JUNE

FINCA LA NEGRITA

4

become a symbol of the history and

evolution of Colombian coffee culture.

____
Over the years, Maurizio Shattah's plantation has
been chosen by several Barista champions and

5

has become the home of award-winning coffees.

3 DAY
TUESDAY 7 JUNE
RD

3 Coffee Guys was created to guide small (but also large)
roasters, professionals and coffee lovers around the places

COFINET

where coffee is grown: Ethiopia, Costa Rica, Colombia

____

and soon Brazil and India...
The three guys are Damian Burgess - consultant, trainer

Four generations of coffee growers

and SCA trainer, Patrick O'Malley - SCA trainer, Coffee Quality

have followed each other at Cofinet.

Institute® selector and instructor and Ricardo Villegas -

The most exotic varieties are processed

entrepreneur and SCA trainer.

here, creating unique profiles previously

The project was set up in 2017 to make visiting producing
countries more accessible for enthusiasts, helping
to build new relationships between those who produce
coffee and those who consume or process it. Why?
Because increasingly more people want to know where
their favourite drink comes from.

2 DAY
MONDAY 6 JUNE
ND

unknown for Colombian coffees.

MANANTIALES
DEL FRONTINO
____

2

RETURN TO BOGOTÀ
____

Richer in experiences,
awareness and new contacts.

____

Owners Felipe Sardi and Elisa Maria Madriña believe in the
power of nature and focus on biodiversity, eco-sustainability

5TH DAY
THURSDAY 9 JUNE

and innovative processing methods.

FINCA SAN LUIS
A breathtakingly beautiful place, where
farmer Omar Arango processes coffee

Geisha variety, named “Coffee of

directly in his mill.

environmental stewardship.

8TH DAY
SUNDAY 12 JUNE

LA PALMA Y EL TUCAN

and superior varieties. Like their

by the Rainforest Alliance for its

BOGOTÀ

6 DAY
FRIDAY 10 JUNE
TH

is famous for cultivating rare

the year” in 2011 and recognised

6

8

____

Owner Andres Felipe Londoño
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7

has made incredible progress and has

1

CALI

1ST DAY
SUNDAY 5 JUNE

DEPARTURE FROM CALI

15

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

TRA ININ G L I K E
A CHA M P I O N

INTERVIEW WITH ALESSANDRO ZENGIARO,
UK LATTE ART CHAMPION
UNITED KINGDOM

_______________
During the preparations for WOC 2022, we interviewed the reigning British Latte
Art champion Alessandro Zengiaro, who told us why he loves our Café Racer,
how he is preparing for the competition at the end of June and what the
experience in shooting video tutorials with Sanremo UK.

1. What is training like on the Cafe Racer?

4. What was it like shooting the video tutorials?

It’s nice because the machine is great and because it’s

It was something really outside my comfort zone, I mean

the actual machine that I will have in competition. I am lucky

even if I don’t look like it, I’m a shy person and I’ve been

we have one onsite at Assembly (UK Roastery n.d.r.) that

a barista for so long I’m able to put a mask on and cover

I can use every day, that’s very important for getting

but, standing in front of a camera and repeating words is not

the whole routine ready.

easy! But, it’s good training because it’s something that I need
to be able to do for my job so, in the future lots of times I will

2. Describe your experience using the Café Racer

have to do something in front of people. It’s good training

for your pre show training.

for competition because I have to stay in front of people
with all the cameras and stuff so everything that brings you

Well it’s one of my favorite machines for different reasons.

out of your comfort zone is a good thing to help you grow

The steam is dry so you can create a nice texture with it,

as a person. I’m super happy about it and it was

it’s super easy to work with. The thing I love most about the

a good result I think!

steam wand is the layout, you can first of all move the steam
wand to whatever position you want, and more importantly

5. How important is training to become a champion?

you have nothing around the steam wand right?
So, for my steaming style it’s perfect. I use other machines

It’s everything, I think it’s everything. I’ve been training

sometimes where you move your hand and you burn yourself

all aspects of this competition, I’ve been training my body,

or the steam wand and you can’t actually bend it in the way

I’ve been training my memory, I’ve been training my mind,

you like, so the Café Racer is great because whatever your

I’ve been training the routine for the set up, I’ve been training

way to steam milk is, you can do it easily. The lever is very

the routine for the competition, I’ve been training the 5

easy to turn on/off, rather than do some weird movement.

minutes pre-setup…training is everything. Especially in latte
art which is creativity and repetition, so you need to come

3. Are you excited about competing on a world stage

up with a great pattern or a great idea, yes, but one of the

for the first time?

main criteria the judges use to critique your pattern is ‘how
identical it is to the other’ so its repetition and training

No… just kidding of course! 6 f*****g years I was chasing this,

and in my situation I knew that my weakest spot was my

I am so excited. I started competing in 2016 and that was my

mind, so I’ve been going through a mental approach

first competition ever, so after 6 years, I finally made it and

to make me feel more at ease in front of judges.

I’m super excited. It’s like a sport, I made it to the top so now

Training is everything.

I get to compete in the top league.

YOUTUBE PLAYLIS T

WAT CH T HE T R A I N I N G V I D E O S
______
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B RI N G I N G SANRE M O S T Y LE TO LONDON
K ENSING TO N, AU TU M N 2022

WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

MIXOLOGY
EXPE RIE NCE

U NC O NV ENT IONAL
TA S TE I N DESIGN

CUBE JOINS THE V.I.T.E. WORLD:
DESIGN DEDICATED CONCEPT STORE
AND RESTAURANT

SUPPORTING BARISTAS
AND (ALL) THEIR PASSIONS
I TA LY

_______________

I TA LY

_______________
An innovative format, a festival of taste, an opportunity

a selection of coffee roasters. And, in the centre of the area,

for sharing and exchange for all bar industry operators.

a coffee culture stage featured demonstrations of various

Sanremo was also at “Mixology Experience”: the

extraction techniques and workshops, underlining the leading

international bar & beverage trade show that turned

role that coffee can play at any time of the day. Of course,

into a must-attend event.

Sanremo machines had to be there, at the counter and on the
stage were a Café Racer 3-group White & Wood and a YOU.

From 8 to 10 May, the post-industrial location Superstudio
Maxi in Milan hosted guided tastings, round tables, speeches,

“Mixology Experience” was an intense and exciting event for

presentations, seminars, demonstrations and workshops

exhibitors and visitors, professionals and consumers. And for

dedicated to the entire bar world. Among the 12 themed areas

Sanremo, the confirmation that it can be part of the innovation

of the trade show, the Coffee Mixology section showcased

and enhancement of the work of all bartenders and baristas.
The concept store features six “branded” rooms, where
the brand’s all-round interior design interpretation is clear,
plus a multi-brand room. It is in this environment that three
CUBEs have been set, next to an ibex-shaped bookcase.
“We chose CUBE for its aesthetics and its professional
standards in a compact-sized product” explained Davide
Vanin, founder of TAD. In addition to the three on display,
there is one in the restaurant.

C o ck t ai l s & C o ffe e :
t he re ci pe

Making coffee machines is not just about producing
objects. For Sanremo, building, and customising, coffee
machines means meeting special people and projects,

______

becoming part of their world and lives.

A Coffee in Kentucky

Since it was conceived, CUBE has been destined for a
universe parallel to that of the other Sanremo machines:

The sweet notes of bourbon sit happily

not only cafés and coffee shops, but also homes, hotels,

with the citrus notes of pink grapefruit and

boutiques, professional studios, more restrained places that

“We want to offer a high standard of cuisine and to ensure

the savoury, smoky notes of Scottish peat.

are still characterised by a love of design and quality.

excellence in every detail. – continued Vanin – We have

The “Mamma Mia” blend lends its complexity
to a unique and delightful taste.

customer, as we have done before with ‘Il Cantiere’, an art

to promoting art and culture, including gastronomy, which

gallery with art restaurant& bar. So V.I.T.E. fits perfectly with

Ingredients:

focuses on excellence and the ability to create experiences

the TAD project and our strategy: promote attendance at art

• Bourbon whiskey

and excitement.

venues in an unexpected and engaging way. Our goal is to

• Pasteurised egg white

V.I.T.E. is a space with a “double life”: by day it is a shop

reach as many people as possible to show them what we do

• Freshly squeezed and strained

selling designer furniture and accessories from the best

pink grapefruit juice
• Home-made espresso syrup made with
“Mamma Mia Ditta Artigianale” blend
• Drops of Torbato whisky

18

set the restaurant in a context that is unexpected for the

Just like V.I.T.E., an unconventional design shop located
in the TAD - Treviso Arts District: a Treviso hub dedicated

A project as multifaceted as its name: V.I.T.E means

and bring them closer to art and design. To achieve this, we

Italian and international brands, by night it becomes

a number of things, as Bordini explains. “In Italian it has

create new opportunities and partnerships with shops, gyms,

a refined and experimental restaurant, thanks to cuisine

several meanings: screw, the part that joins things together

hairdressing salons ... all the places in the city where people

from Michelin star chef Simone Selva.

in construction, grape vines and it is the plural of life. Above

hang out and which they consider excellent”.

“It is a transforming place: – said V.I.T.E. co-founder Mattia

all, it stands for ‘Vision Inspires True Emotions’. It isn’t your

Bordini – by day it showcases everything you need to furnish,

emotions that drive your actions and direct your life. It is your

decorate or light your home, including beautiful hydroponic

vision, your goal, your approach to life that decides how you

plants. In the evening the same objects are used

deal with these emotions and make them part of life itself’.

by the restaurant”.
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WORLDWIDE

WORLDWIDE

PAT H S TO S H A R E

“ 2 Y O U ” : T H E P OW ER
O F D R EA MS

NETHERLANDS

_______________

A CAFÉ DEDICATED TO CUSTOMERS
AND THEIR DESIRES
MOLDOVA

_______________

The coffee lounge
______
Capriole Café is an oasis in the city of the Hague:

A name reminiscent of the latest model launched

a 1920s paint factory converted into a restaurant, café,
roastery and venue for workshops and events. At Capriole,

by Sanremo… and in essence sharing the same philosophy.

coffee has been a family passion since Peter Ultee founded

In the Republic of Moldova, a new special place for coffee

Capriole Coffee Service in 1975, which today supplies

lovers opened in March 2022. “2YOU craft food & coffee”

companies, institutions and hotels throughout

is a new project for Moldova, set up for everyone who

the Netherlands and Belgium.

appreciates speciality coffee and genuine food. It is a young
and ambitious company that has created its own space in

Capriole Café was opened in 2016 by Peter’s sons,

the industrial zone in the centre of the capital Chisinau.

Pascal and Joyce, and Joyce’s husband, Patrick, as a real
lounge for the brand. “We inherited the love of coffee
and good food from our parents. -explained Joyce and PascalWe select the finest fair trade beans from South America,
Africa and Asia. We roast them slowly using traditional

Coffee, sharing
and hospitality

“The ‘2YOU’ brand is very simple, but sends a strong
message - explained owner Victor Buga - Everything we do,
create or invent, we do for our guests, always keeping their
desires in mind. We promote the correct way of serving

______

and consuming coffee, a coffee culture. That is why

aromas. And we only ever use the freshest beans,

After eight years dedicated to supplying bars, hotels and

we decided that the best ally on this mission is Sanremo

to create a coffee with an exceptional taste”.

restaurants, in 2021 Giraffe Coffee Roasters opened its own

Coffee Machines”.

café and training room in the centre of Rotterdam.

In the new café, coffee is prepared with a splendid

A real “Giraffe Coffee Academy”, with numerous workstations

three-group F18 machine.

methods to make the most of their flavour and natural

available to ambitious baristas eager to learn all the skills

“Opening after Covid was a real challenge with rising

needed to make excellent coffee. Not just espresso, but also

prices and an unstable international situation. But we didn’t

flight coffee and all processing methods.

care how difficult it was, we wanted to launch the coffee

“Good coffee means sharing knowledge and working

shop of our dreams”, said Victor with satisfaction.

with the best tools. – said owner Maarten van der Jagt –
For our Academy we chose a Zoe Competition and for the
café, a Café Racer”.
Thanks to his experience as a food critic and cookbook
author, editor-in-chief of a coffee magazine and judge of
the Dutch Barista Championship, Maarten knows the world
of coffee inside out and has a clear mission for his café.
“Hospitality is the top priority: we welcome people into our
world with joy”. At the marble counter, the baristas are always
ready to share their enthusiasm with guests and explain
the single-origin and home-roasted blends they personally
prepare every morning.
“We and our customers work with different types of coffee
tools. The passion, machine stability, extraction quality and
customisation possibilities of Sanremo are unmatched in the
world of Dutch coffee. For us, Sanremo is the specialist for
speciality coffee machines” Maarten concluded.
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BEYOND THE MACHINE

BEYOND THE MACHINE

“CUS T O M E R S? T HE Y A R E PA R T
OF T HE SA N RE M O FA M I LY”

THE SALES DEPARTMENT EXPLAINS HOW SHARED PASSION
TURNS WORK INTO SOMETHING “MORE”

Dialogue, trust and transparency are the foundation
of every relationship. But is this also true when the
relationship is professional? At Sanremo, yes, both with
become more than just customers and part of the
Sanremo family. What does that really mean?

and this was also reflected in our work, we had to adapt and
mediate... but our customers understood. The transparency

We asked those who, on a daily basis, look after

__

relationships with the companies and people who

Monica Rossi

__

there is mutual trust. For our part, we provide information

Customer satisfaction is a must for Sanremo.

Federica Giuriato

and updates in a short time frame and this helps our partners

This kind of relationship is possible not only thanks to those

to manage their relationship with their customers.

Each of us is focused on this in our daily work, aiming

that we are known for has made change easier, because

__

to build relationships based on trust and empathy and to

who work directly with customers, but to all colleagues. There

__

Laura Pivetta

support distributors and customers in the best way we can.

is great team spirit throughout the group, we lend each other

Alessandra Marchioro

The relationship with customers is genuine, it goes

The relationship with customers is professional but

In this endeavour, however, we are always honest, we don’t

a hand, there is a lot of cooperation between departments

beyond the simple professional. A form of friendship is often

promise what we can’t deliver. And when we have

to find effective solutions including in urgent situations. That is

also personal. And our partners appreciate this kind of direct

built and maintained over time. But it is a spontaneous and

to say “no”, we suggest an alternative that can reconcile

why we talk about family feeling, a family atmosphere that is

relationship, an interaction that is not “fixed”, the willingness

simple thing: each member of the sales department is free

the demands with production needs.

reflected in the relationship with customers. We try to “pamper”

to be present. The result is that they too often come closer,

to use their personal style. This transparency brings rewards,

We are smart and flexible, customers recognise this

them as much as we can, at the office, when we go to fairs

become less formal and more willing to collaborate.

because people feel that we are genuine and open.

and our long relationships with many of them testifies

and when they come to visit us at our headquarters.

When needed, customers are also ready to come to us,

that this is a winning strategy.

They get a warm welcome, we spend time together and try

which is not a given.

Eleonora Fontebasso

__

Never before in Sanremo have I felt such warmth, such

Marta Berizzi

commitment, which still persist even as the company is

to introduce them to the beauty of our area.

__
Marina Mikhailouchkina

The great affinity with customers struck me immediately,

Marta Berizzi

__

What characterises the relationship with customers is

growing. Customers appreciate our passion because they

right from the first experience at a fair. I saw both sides had

share it and having a passion in common unites us.

a real desire to work together, to create something together.

The dialogue is continuous and open, there is full trust on

I have been at Sanremo for ten years and have seen the

both sides. This is what makes it possible to even deal with

company grow a lot, but the team spirit has remained the

customers. You see that when they come to visit us they are

problems cooperatively. So all around Sanremo we are

same. And this is seen as a plus both in Italy and abroad,

happy to be here with us. Because they know they are more

building a real community, including company employees,

even though different countries work in very different ways,

than “just” customers.

suppliers, partners and customers. It feels good

customers feel part of the Sanremo world.

to be part of it, I feel I belong to something important.

__

immediacy, we aim to respond promptly, to act immediately
so as not to leave requests unanswered. This positive
energy can also be felt and shared by our distributors and

__
Alessandra Zardo

Eleonora Libralesso

Sanremo’s focus on its customers is indeed greater

We have a friendly, smart and informal relationship

than in other companies. Not only for us in the sales

with customers. We are very flexible and, even when faced

department, production and all colleagues also take action

with last-minute requests, we try to find a solution that can

to respond quickly to customer requests. In our work there

be balanced with production requirements. It’s not easy,

are a thousand unknowns and each company is treated

it is up to us in sales to understand the situation, evaluate it

individually, not in a pre-packaged way. This makes

and explain it to our colleagues. But customers turn

our work more challenging but also more dynamic.

Marina Mikhailouchkina

choose Sanremo.

Eleonora Fontebasso

Elisa Vacilotto
In this unusual period, world dynamics changed

Monica Rossi

colleagues and external partners. This is how customers

__

Alessandra Marchioro

Federica Giuriato

Laura Pivetta

Elisa Vacilotto

_______________

to us for this very reason, they feel listened to and know
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Eleonora Libralesso

Alessandra Zardo

that they won’t be treated in a standardised way.
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SANREMO STYLE

SANREMO STYLE
@sanremocoffeemachines.berlin

@buddy_kits

05 Café Racer Naked Black / Red

MAC HI NE S
WI T H S OU L

06 Café Racer Naked Dolomiti
07 Café Racer Renegade
08 Café Racer White/Wood

@yty66

Beauty and style never stop being fascinating. Although untranslatable
into words, they are evident to our eyes: we want to discover what is hidden
behind lines, colours and shapes. Beautiful objects have a soul, which
stems from the efforts made to realise them, from the shared desire to give
shape to ideas, from the passionate and meticulous search for detail.
That is why those objects become desirable.
Like the Sanremo machines, which bring character to the daily life
of coffee lovers and which are also a source of knowledge,
culture and progress.

@sanremocanada and @cris_john84

01

06

@baristakaffeestudio

01 Café Racer Renegade
02 Café Racer Dolomiti / custom panels
03 Café Racer Naked Black / Black
05

04 Café Racer Naked Black / Red

@normal.specialtycoffee

03

04
@baristajanpol

07

@vurrcoffee

08
02
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SOCIAL LIFE

SOCIAL LIFE

O N E , A HUNDRED,
A TH O USAND
C A F É RACERS

#WEARESANREMO

THE 9 M O S T PO PU L A R PHO T O S F R O M O U R CO M M U N I T Y
_______________

We know how important it is for coffee lovers all over
the world to be able to freely express their personalities.
It is precisely in this spirit that we are happy to offer our
community custom models, but we also love to discover their
more unique customisations that represent all kinds of style.
To see them shared on social media, so different and always
in such harmony with the environment, is really rewarding.

_______________

Glossy, matt, with a wooden feel or bright colours like electric
@eidencoffee

blue. Different souls united by the same passion, the passion
for coffee. Our machines would not be the same without

Café Racer was created to meet the individual needs of every barista.

our community. Knowing that they are in the hands of the
baristas who use them every day to bring their creations

Aesthetically too, discover the full potential of custom design.

to life is a source of real pride.

@hannascafe
@roastingwarehouse

@bellboycafe

@merchantcoffeeroasters

@cafehubertsaintjean

@oheycafe
@vi_istanbul

@whycoffee.de

@into.the.coffee.tea + How
long coffee, Thailand

@sanemouk

@kouncoffee and @die_ida
@salt.au
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@viaboffecafe
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www.sanremomachines.com

Sanremo Coffee Machines s.r.l.
Via Giacomo Bortolan 52
31050 Vascon di Carbonera [TV] – ITALY
T +39 0422 448900
F +39 0422 448935

Sanremo Coffee Machines USA, Inc
99 Grand Street, Unit 20, Moonachie,
New Jersey 07074 – USA
T +1 973 907 3013
alessio.t@sanremous.com

Sanremo Coffee Machines s.r.l. has a certified Quality Management System according to UNI EN ISO 9001:2015 standard.

____________
For any assistance or questions regarding
the coffee machines, please do not hesitate to
contact us at export@sanremomachines.com

